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Compression
For the first in our brand new six-part effects masterclass, 
we’re getting those dynamics under control…

 Compression is one of those things 
that crops up and time and time 
again in cm, and with good 

reason. In general terms, it’s the most 
important type of processing that you 
can apply to a sound, which also 
means that it’s one of the worst 
sounding (and most difficult to undo) 

when you get it wrong. In the first in this 
six-part series of expert tutorials, we’re 
going to show you how to get the most 
out of your compression plug-ins. But 
before we go on, let’s have a little recap 
on the basics…

Compression falls into the category 
of effects processors that we call 

dynamic (effects that control changes in 
sound level). When an incoming signal 
exceeds a user-specifiable level, the 
compressor will automatically reduce 
the volume by a user-specified amount. 
It will do this at user-specified speed, 
and, after the incoming signal drops 
below the level again, it'll return the 
signal to its original level at another 
user-specified speed. 

Speed of sound
So far it sounds like compressors are 
just glorified volume controls. And in a 
sense they are, but with much faster 
reactions than any engineer. Imagine if 
Clark Kent were a recording engineer by 
day, rather than a reporter – that’s the 
kind of reaction speed we’re talking 
about! And even he’s only got two 
hands so could handle a stereo signal 
at most.

Over the years there have been 
numerous variations on this theme, but 
it's at the core of every compressor you 
own, so it’s vital that you’re comfortable 
with the concept before you continue.

OK, with the basics out of the way, 
let’s head over to the next page and 
have a look at those controls in some 
more detail…

 On the DVD
TUTORIAL FILES
We’ve supplied some files 
to go with our walkthroughs 
(in the Tutorial Files folder), 
but if possible, try to use 
your own instead as this will 
give you a much better feel 
for how compression affects 
your style of production

Some different types of vintage compressor
In a horribly clinical world, all compressors would respond in exactly the 
same way at the same time, but thanks to the subtleties of design, the 
fallibility of human beings and the nature of analogue circuitry, every 
compressor design has slightly different qualities to the next, and these are 
what make the sounds of some so desirable. Now, while not everybody can 
afford a genuine vintage analogue compressor (or even an emulation of one), 
by understanding the way different types of compressors act, we can coax 
much more convincing emulations from even standard plug-ins. Let’s have a 
look at a couple of types of analogue compressor…

Photo-resistive
Photo-resistive gain control 
compressors are as ingenious as 
they are slow to respond. They work 
by displaying the signal intensity with 
a light bulb or LED (the stronger the 
signal, the brighter the light) and 
using a photo-sensitive receptor to 
respond to it and reduce the 
volume accordingly.

Because of the non-linear and 
slow response of light sources 
(particularly the bulbs used in early 
devices, for example), the response 
of the compressor is much slower 
than that of modern plug-ins, and 
can easily miss fast transients 
altogether, making for some rather 
interesting results. So, to get that 
vintage photo-compression sound 
from your software, all you need to 
do is use much slower attack and 
release times than you normally 
would. And interestingly, because 
photo-receptive designs essentially 
just reduce the volume, there’s no 
distortion introduced, so you needn’t 
worry about adding any…

Valves
Probably the earliest type of 
compression circuitry was built 
around valves. Valve compression is 
famously non-linear. In other words, 
the amount of gain reduction applied 
when the incoming signal first 

exceeds the threshold is not 
proportional to the amount applied 
when the signal far exceeds the 
threshold – proportionally less is 
usually applied the more the signal 
exceeds the threshold. Valves also 
can’t react quickly enough for very 
sharp transients, but this is 
compensated for by the inherent 
limiting of valve circuitry. This limiting 
also gives rise to one of the nicest 
side effects – subtle, warm distortion.

To recreate the effect of valve 
compression you can try using the 
following chain: compression (with 
the attack set above 10ms or so and 
any look-ahead function disabled) 
followed by some gentle limiting and 
a very small amount of overdrive.

1Valves: warmth through imperfection

PRO TIP
Many producers like to place some gentle 
compression on the output of their mixer to help 
the different channels gel. If so, you should try 
inserting it before setting the levels, as it will affect 
the relative balance of the parts when applied.

PART 1

ADVANCED
EFFECTS

NEXT MONTH
REVERB
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 01 THRESHOLD As with most 
threshold controls on audio 
equipment, this rather 

unsexy knob simply tells the compressor 
at what point it should start to take 
effect. Setting the threshold is a bit of a 
black art, and potentially the subject of 
its own tutorial – check the boxout on 
p66 for more)

 02 RATIO The most 
misunderstood of 
compressor controls. 

Everybody loves to play around with it, 
but few people understand what it 
actually does. In reality, it’s a very simple 
device that controls how much volume 
attenuation (reduction) is applied to the 
signal. So, for example, a ratio of 4:1 will 
mean that any signal that exceeds the 
threshold by 4dB will only be output at 
1dB above the threshold. The greater 

the ratio, the more squashed the 
dynamics become.

 03 ATTACK Attack is a critical 
parameter with the power 
to completely change the 

character of a sound. Very fast and the 
compressor will squash your signal; 
longer and the crack of any sharp 
transients will slip through.

 04 RELEASE The release 
control simply tells the 
compressor how quickly to 

bring the signal level back up after 
compression has been applied. This can 
either be instantaneous or very slow 
indeed. The effect the release has varies 
wildly depending on what the source 
material is. Try manipulating it on a 
grouped drum track and then a 
complete track or bassline.

 05 MAKE-UP GAIN Because, 
by nature, compressors 
reduce the volume level 

overall, it’s important that the final 
output signal is raised, and for this we 
use a simple gain control at the output 
stage (some designs even include one 
at the input stage too).

 06 KNEE Another much 
misunderstood 
compression control is the 

knee. Knee is usually measured rather 
scientifically from ‘soft’ to ‘hard’. On a 
compressor with no knee control (or one 
set to hard) the compression doesn’t 
begin until the signal reaches the exact 
threshold. This can result in rather 
dramatic and obvious dynamic changes 
that sound great on punchy drums, but 
like a pile of steaming used grass in a 
cow field when applied to a complete 

mix. The knee control compensates for 
this by gradually applying compression 
to signals approaching the threshold 
until the ratio reaches the defined 
amount just as the signal hits the 
threshold. The resulting compression is 
therefore no less determined, but much 
more subtle.

 07 BYPASS (Not shown) One 
of the most vital buttons on 
your compressor, this 

enables you to actually hear what the 
compression is doing to the sound. If it 
sounds better bypassed then it is! Ignore 
this at your peril…

 08 SIDECHAIN (Not shown) A 
compressor’s action can 
often be triggered via a 

separate signal (such as a kick drum), 
rather than the incoming audio.

THE ANATOMY OF A COMPRESSOR
LOOK-AHEAD Look-ahead is a means of dealing with 
very short-lived, fast transients. It does exactly what it 
says on the tin – ie, it looks at the signal to be played 
before it's sent to the gain control stage. In hardware this 
is done by delaying the signal by a few milliseconds 
before sending it to the gain control stage, but in software 
it sometimes involves sneaking a peak at the audio file 
before it's played. This digital versatility means you'll 
normally only find look-ahead on plug-ins.

STEREO LINK Stereo 
linking is vital if you’re 
applying compression to a 
finished mix, as without it 
sharp transients in one 
stereo channel might 
trigger noticeable 
compression in that 
channel but not the other.

SIDECHAIN EQ Some 
modern compressors now 
offer the ability to exclude 
certain frequencies prior to 
compression (high 
frequencies, for example), 
which helps avoid audible 
pumping effects.

PEAK/RMS Most compressors respond to sharp 
transients in much the same way as the human ear, 
meaning loud but short transients aren’t perceived as 
being as high volume as more prolonged sounds at 
exactly the same level. This is called RMS (Root Mean 
Squared – don’t ask) operation, and allows short 
transients through for a more natural sound. It's not so 
appropriate for applying pre-AD converters, where even 
short peaks above 0dB cause clipping. 
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Get your compression inserted correctly and all kinds of 
great things can happen…

Sticking it in the right place

 C ompression is generally most 
efficacious as an insert effect. 
That is to say, it’s placed between 

the input to a channel and that 
channel’s fader, so that only the 
processed signal is heard. But in these 
days of near-limitless plug-ins on every 
channel, most stuff tends to end up 
inserted, including delays and reverb, 

which were traditionally used as send/
return effects. Consequently, 
compression in the DAW age is 
interacting with our other plug-ins in 
new and unexpected ways, meaning 
that compressors can now play a much 
more creative role in the use of other 
effects. You can see what we mean in 
the walkthrough below…

One of the main uses for compression is 
controlling the dynamics of a signal, thus 
achieving a louder sound overall. In such 
cases, the most critical control will be 
threshold – ideally, the threshold setting 
should be just above the average signal 
level. But how do you know where to set 
it? Well, in much the same way as one 
exaggerates EQ gain and uses a narrow 
Q setting when sweeping for the right 
frequency to treat with an equaliser, 
extreme values are often the order of the 
day when searching for the right 
compression settings. 

If you want to know what the best 
threshold setting is for your signal, try 
using an extremely short attack and 
release with a very high ratio and then 
sweeping the threshold until you hear it 
starting to kick in from time to time 
during louder bursts. From there you 
should first reduce the ratio setting to 
something more sensible, then begin 
increasing the attack and release times 
and adjusting the other parameters.

This technique needn’t be limited to 
controlling peaks. Whatever your use for 

Finding the right settings Doing it in the 
right order
Just as compression can have a huge 
impact on other effects in an insert 
chain, there are some processes that can 
affect a compressor’s performance, most 
notably EQ. Anybody who’s been knocked 
off their feet by a bass-bin at the Notting 
Hill Carnival will tell you it takes more 
energy to produce bass sounds than 
anything else, so it stands to reason that 
by boosting the bass, you’re also 

substantially boosting the level. 
Consequently, any bass gain applied 
pre-compression will cause the 
compressor to kick in sooner, 
specifically when the signal you’ve 
just tried to boost kicks in. At best 
this can undo much of our careful 
EQing, and at worst it’ll ruin our 
signal completely. So it’s usually best 
to apply EQ after compression!

compression, threshold will be 
critical, and careful setting 
essential. (Most of the time, when 
signals are over-compressed, it’s 
down to the fact that thresholds 
have been poorly set.) 

A methodical approach 
becomes even more vital 
when we move into the murky 
world of multiband compression 
(see p68).

7Apply compression like you would any other 
vital process: be methodical!

3 Reduce the reverb and delay feedback settings to their 
previous levels and insert another compressor, this time 
with more gentle settings, after the reverb and delay. By 

playing with the Threshold and Ratio settings, you can 
increase the volume of the effects without intensifying them.

STEP BY STEP Using compression in an insert chain

1 First, load a track or loop you’ve made with a simple 
synth or percussive pattern – anything will do, just as 
long as the sounds are quite distinct (piano-style 

envelopes – not strings). Solo the synth and insert a 
compressor with 3-6ms Attack and 70-100ms Release. >>

2 Insert a simple delay (preferably a tempo delay, but 
make sure it sounds in time!) and a short reverb. Keep 
the delay feedback level low at first, then, using the 

reverb time and delay feedback controls, fill out the keyboard 
pattern. Doesn't sound too great, huh? Have faith… >>

PRO TIP
Good compression isn’t necessarily the loudest, the 
most transparent or the fastest – it’s the most 
appropriate. Acoustic or orchestral music will need 
less compression than bangin’ hard house, so 
check with pro productions in your genre.

PRO TIP
Most software compressors come with a variety of 
presets and enable you to save your own. These 
are usually labelled for different types of 
instruments, so try them out and save any 
modifications you make as a new preset.
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3 This technique can have many effects – slow attack 
and high ratios can reduce the sound of unwanted 
transients, like a guitar pick, while low threshold and 

high ratios on vocals can make them sound more breathy 
and intimate. Just don't forget to use a noise gate!

1 Sometimes a good pumping sound is just what the 
doctor ordered (check out the strings on Eric Prydz’ Call 
On Me to hear what we mean), but what if you want to 

control when the pumps occur? Well, set up three channels 
in your software’s mixer and we’ll show you how it’s done. >>

1 Another use for compressors is to flatten the level of 
wildly fluctuating signals, and nowhere are these more 
common than in real-world recordings. Record 

something into a microphone and listen back to it. >>
2 The volume level of your voice or instrument will almost 

certainly be all over the place. Now insert a compressor 
with quite a low ratio and moderate Attack and 

Release settings. Lower the Threshold slowly and the level 
should start to settle. >>

3 After a certain point, the sound will become duller and 
flatter, as the ratio starts to take its toll. To counter this, 
increase the Attack time slowly to no greater than 8ms. 

As this is increased, the attack portion of the drums will 
become more pronounced, breathing life back into them.

2 On channel 3, set up a kick drum on every beat; on 
channel 1, any track with a kick on every beat; and on 
channel 2, a string pad playing a solid note or chord. 

Insert a sidechain-equipped compressor into channels 2 and 
3, and disable the audio output of 1. >>

1 If compressing real world recordings is all about 
preserving their natural sound, compressing drums is 
the opposite. Drums just sound better processed than 

they ever do in real life! Load up an unprocessed acoustic 
drum loop and insert a compressor. >>

2 Play back the loop clean to begin with, and then add 
the compression. Have the Attack set to 0ms, initially, 
and set the Release to 50ms. Set the Threshold to 

about -20dB and try raising the Ratio. As this comes up, you 
should notice the weight of the kick increase considerably. >>

3 Finally, set the sidechain inputs on both compressors to 
receive their input from channel 1. Audition channels 2 
and 3 separately and you’ll hear a pumping effect on 

the offbeat. Used overtly, this breathes rhythm into solid 
strings; used subtly, it gives life to dull mixes.

STEP BY STEP Pump it up

STEP BY STEP Keeping it close and clean

STEP BY STEP Make it bangin’
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ACOUSTIC GUITAR
Attack: 1ms
Release: 98ms
Ratio: 6:1
Threshold: -18dB
Soft Knee, RMS

DRUMS
Attack: 0ms
Release: 90ms
Ratio: 4:1
Threshold: -18dB
Soft Knee, Peak

VOCALS
Attack: 1ms
Release: 120ms
Ratio: 6:1
Threshold: -17dB
Soft Knee, RMS

ELECTRIC BASS
Attack: 19.5ms
Release: 130ms
Ratio: 6:1
Threshold: -18dB
Soft Knee, Peak

COMPLETE TRACK
Attack: 26ms
Release: 29ms
Ratio: 3:1
Threshold: -14dB
Soft Knee, Peak

PUMPING
Attack: 6.5ms
Release: 2ms
Ratio: 9:1
Threshold: -35dB
Hard Knee, Peak

Why have one compressor when you can have, er, loads?! Learn 
how multiband compression can help you master your mix…

Mastering (with)
multiband compression

 A s great as compressors are, they 
do have their limitations. We’ve 
already talked about controlling 

the peaks of a final mix with 
compression, but we can do much 
more than that with a multiband 
compressor. This is essentially multiple 
compressors in one, each affecting a 
different frequency band. Why is this 
useful? Well, just remember the two 
main uses for compressors: taming 
peaks and raising the overall loudness. 
If our track happens to be heavy in the 
bass section, then any compression 
applied will be consistently triggered by 
the strongest signal – the bass. But the 
signal attenuation will be applied to the 
entire mix, creating noticeable dips and 
pumping in the treble part, resulting in a 
dull and unpleasant mix. With this in 
mind, a multiband compressor enables 
us to compress only the parts of the 
mix that need it, so we can increase the 
overall level of the bass, but leave the 
upper range intact. The advantages of 
multiband compression are obvious, but 
getting to grips with it can be tricky…

Getting started
Our best advice is to start simply. 
Multiband compression usually comes 
in three bands, so bypass two of them 
and concentrate on the area that needs 
work (after all, if you find every band 
needs heavy compression, perhaps you 
should rethink the mix first!). If, for 
example, the mids and uppers sound 
OK and you apply compression to only 
the low band, then suddenly find that 

the upper band needs processing, don’t 
un-bypass them straight away – 
chances are you’ve just 
overcompensated and turned the bass 
up too high. Try to fix that first.

Once you’ve mastered the art of 
selective frequency compression, then 
you can start applying what you’ve 

learned and refine each band 
individually. But don’t rush it, as each 
band added does far more than double 
the learning curve.

Picking your range
The last critical controls to master on a 
multiband compressor are the band 

crossover points – in other words, the 
ranges to be processed. While these 
will vary to some degree, there are 
some common ranges. But these won’t 
always be applicable, and will depend 
on the types of instruments you're using 
(low guitar notes may fall into the range 
of the low compressor, while high piano 
patterns might not), so repeat our more 
general advice and start a band at a 
time. If you're processing the bass but 
you feel too much of the mid is being 
affected, sweep down the range until 
only the desired range is processed. It’s 
also worth noting the extreme setting 
technique once again at this point. The 
easiest way to find out where to set the 
band range for compression is to 
whack your ratio up, with nice fast 
attack and release times. Once you’ve 
found the frequency to be affected, you 
can use the same techniques as for 
any type of compression. 

Easy does it
If we make all this sound simple, that’s 
because it is. But simple doesn’t mean 
easy, so just remember to take things 
step by step, and you’ll find that it's 
much less impenetrable than you might 
have at first thought. cm

DON’T RUSH IT, AS EACH BAND 
ADDED DOES FAR MORE THAN 
DOUBLE THE LEARNING CURVE

Taking it to the limit
No discussion of compression would 
be complete without mentioning 
limiting, but rather than go over the 
same old ground, we’d like to dispel an 
important myth. It’s popularly accepted 
wisdom to describe limiting as 
compression with an infinite ratio – ie, 
it attenuates any signal above the 
threshold completely. Now, while this is 
true in theory, in practice, compressors 
usually aren’t designed to work that 
way and will almost always have the 

potential to allow some transients 
through. It’s a bit like bouncers on the 
door of a nightclub: a limiter is the 
seven-foot Neanderthal blocking the 
door, while a compressor is the type of 
doorman who won’t notice you slip by if 
you’re small and can move quickly.

Unfortunately, in the digital age, 
even small transients can be enough to 
cause noticeable signal clipping, so in 
practice, don't send a doorman to do a 
bouncer’s work…

Some typical 
compression 
settings

1Know your limit: limiters are the big, bad 
bouncers of the music-making world. Apparently
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